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It’s been 32 years since we’ve been around. Most of you have seen the 

ups and downs of snowboarding, just like us. We’ve seen it all: mountains 

of events, competions, trips. There have been times it REALLY felt like 

we were in Vegas. Throughout all these years, with all these ups and 

downs, we’ve seen one consinst aspect: development. No matter the 

era, we have always believed in making a product that would be better 

and new each year. This is because our love for snowboarding has never 

had an “up or down” period. It has always been present, persistent and 

reinvigorating. Our passion and drive has always been true. We’ve never 

thought about giving up. We are very proud to say that we have always 

been here, even throughout these ups and downs, like a relationship, a 

marriage. Like true love. When it’s pure and true, it can’t be given up on. 

We work on it and we keep making it stronger and better. And we ain’t 

going anywhere.
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size: 240 / 305

 

LINER

In the Super Lace Single, one lace is dedicated for 
tightening the top of the boot and another lace is 
dedicated to retaining the heel and tightening the 
base of the boot.

The Heel Licker system combined with SLS system 
assuring the best lock of your foot possible.

The Double Crossbow system technology is further 
augmented in the Vibram version features 30% more 
grip on ice and slippery surfaces.

TF PRO liner has updated materials, with double 
density foam to ensure the perfect fit

size: 240 / 305

 

LINER

“Spin” is a tried and tested technology from 
Northwave but never before has it been used quite 
like this. With one dial dedicated to the heel locker 
retention system and the second sial for closing the 
front of the boot.

The ‘HEEL LOCKER’ system offer slightly more ability 
for the user to achieve that locked in feeling, this is 
because the retention system works exclusively 
with the external tounge of the boot activated using 
the ‘Spin’ lacing.

The Double Crossbow system technology is further 
augmented in the Vibram version features 30% more 
grip on ice and slippery surfaces.

TF PRO liner has updated materials, with double 
density foam to ensure the perfect fit

domain sls 
70220203

domain 2spin  
70220103

This bad boy has been our rock for a long time now. A boot made to resist all types of impacts and 
tested by national team rider Nicholas Huber, its definitely what you want to stomp hard through 
big kickers due to its double crossbow vibram sole which easily absorbs impacts. Northwave’s SPIN 
technology has been around for years but never before used quite like this. One spin system is 
alocated exclusively for the heel locker retention system which pulls the tongue of your boot snug 
on your ankle locking your foot in place. The second spin dial closes real nicely the front of the boot 
and if that wasn’t enough, we added the power strap which will help you feel super rock solid. Let’s 
not forget about the TF Pro liner which makes it really comfy for your feet to hang out in there all 
day long.

Our most sturdy boot the Northwave Domain is famous for being flown 120ft through the air or 
submerged tit deep in creamy pow with the upmost ease and comfort. This year we added the Super 
Lace Single which has revolutionised overall fit along with ease of entry and exit, combined with the 
new Power Strap along the top of the boot we guarantee you’ll be locked in and tight ‘till your very 
last lap. The brand new heel retention system pulls the outer tongue of your boot in hard around 
your ankle as if your boots were giving your feet a French kiss, hence the name ‘Heel Licker’. The 
existing biomap asymmetrical tongue, rubber shield protections and thermowelded finishings 
assure a long lasting and waterproof boot. Plus our tried and tested Double Crossbow outsole with 
Vibram insert and TF Pro Liner.
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decade hybrid  
70220503
size: 240 / 305
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The hybrid system combines the “spin” and “SLS” 
together for a closure that is quick, affordable and 
reliable.

The specific lace loop sequence combined with the 
double anchor points positioned low around the 
angle means tension produced while tightening the 
lower boot is prioritised to the Heel Licker system 

The new POP CORN outsole incorporates shock 
absorption with low profile outsole brings your feet 
closer to the board allowing you to practically feel 
the snow beneath your feet.
The extremely grippy HYPERGRIP tread is made 
from the same rubber as your car’s winter tyres

TF PRO liner has updated materials, with double 
density foam to ensure the perfect fit

d e c a d e  h y b r i d

The Decade Hybrid is a real beauty. In its new colorway it will surly get some heads turning. 
It comes in all black or sand/black which is very much loved by our professional riders. This 
new edition is less stiff than the Domain but not as soft as the Edge. It’s our team rider’s first 
choice due to its extremely comfortable fit. We can find the SPIN system which is great to 
close the upper part of the boot. It also gives you the opportunity to boost through the pistes 
much faster since it’s going to be super fast to get in and out of due to its closing system. The 
popcorn outsole is made to absorb all shocks while riding and therefore gives your heels more 
protection. This boot will protect you while riding pow and also rock the pistes comfortably.

X-DIAL SLW
3

The hybrid system combines the “spin” and 
“SLS” together for a closure that is quick,
affordable and reliable. The SLS cable will 
activate the heel locker retention system and 
then you can close the remainder of the boot 
using the spin system located on the tounge.

This low profile outsole allowing you to practically feel the snow beneath your feet 
while the POP-CORN will protect your heels from heavy impacts when you decide to 
take flight. The HYPERGRIP tread is made from the same rubber as your car’s winter 
tyres, perfect for cruising up icy streets and snowy peeks.

pop corn
sole
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size: 240 / 305

 

outsole

LINER

In the Super Lace Single, one lace is dedicated for 
tightening the top of the boot and another lace is 
dedicated to retaining the heel and tightening the 
base of the boot.

The Heel Licker system combined with SLS system 
assuring the best lock of your foot possible.

The new POP CORN outsole incorporates shock 
absorption with low profile outsole brings your feet 
closer to the board allowing you to practically feel 
the snow beneath your feet.
The extremely grippy HYPERGRIP tread is made 
from the same rubber as your car’s winter tyres

TF PRO liner has updated materials, with double 
density foam to ensure the perfect fit

size: 240 / 305

outsole

LINER

This closure system needs no explanation. It’s where 
everythingstarted, the most spartan and versatile 
way to tight your boots.

The Heel Licker system combined with SLS system 
assuring the best lock of your foot possible.

The new POP CORN outsole incorporates shock 
absorption with low profile outsole brings your feet 
closer to the board allowing you to practically feel 
the snow beneath your feet.
The extremely grippy HYPERGRIP tread is made 
from the same rubber as your car’s winter tyres

TF PRO liner has updated materials, with double 
density foam to ensure the perfect fit

decade pro 
70220603

decade sls  
70220403

Decade SLS: The Decade SLS comes in an all new style this year.. With 30 years of snowboard boot 
development being poured into this model, we have no doubt that once your feet lace into these 
beautiful puppies they may never want to leave. The new colorway is as stylish as you can get. It’s 
black, sand and forest green. Just like the Decade Hybrid, it’s got the popcorn outsole which makes it 
real grippy in icy conditions. It’s an all rounder boot and made to stand out in the PRO line of boots, 
hence why it’s Simon Gruber’s first choice.

Decade PRO Ethan: When you’ve got someone like Ethan Morgan, you know that it’s going to be a 
success. Ethan’s second pro model boot has everything you ever wanted: style and durability. It’s got 
similar tech to the Decade but with the introduction of laces. Old school is the new school sometimes. 
The boot is a plain canvas as it comes in white but with the opportunity to pimp it the way you want 
it. Inside you’ll find some coloured pens to graffiti the hell out of this boot. If you don’t fancy the 
colorway, we’ve also made it more subtle and you can choose it in black. Definitely our PRO team’s 
choice. For this season also available in black.
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size: 240 / 315

outsole  LINER

The hybrid system combines the “spin” and “SLS” 
together for a closure that is quick, affordable and 
reliable.

The specific lace loop sequence combined with the 
double anchor points positioned low around the 
angle means tension produced while tightening the 
lower boot is prioritised to the Heel Licker system.

The all mountain/freestyle Stamina soles prised of 
an EVA RP compound that makes the material more 
elastic and responsive than traditional options. 
With two grip areas, the Stamina soles are lighter.

TF Liner features injected C in memory latex, 
exclusive tongue side-cut for a fluid and supportive 
flex.

size: 240 / 305 (315 black)

 

outsole  LINER

In the Super Lace Single, one lace is dedicated for 
tightening the top of the boot and another lace is 
dedicated to retaining the heel and tightening the 
base of the boot.

The Heel Licker system combined with SLS system 
assuring the best lock of your foot possible.

The all mountain/freestyle Stamina soles prised of 
an EVA RP compound that makes the material more 
elastic and responsive than traditional options. 
With two grip areas, the Stamina soles are lighter.

TF Liner features injected C in memory latex, 
exclusive tongue side-cut for a fluid and supportive 
flex.

edge sls 
70220702

edge hybrid  
70220602

The Edge is our all mountain/freestyle boot. We really raised the bar this year giving it our new 
Hybrid SPIN system which really locks your heel in. You will be able to ride a quality boot for an 
affordable price. It’s got a completely restyled upper shell and the colorway is as classy as it gets. 
These babies are up for grabs!

Edge SLS: If you’re looking for something that is affordable but at the same time reliable, the Edge 
SLS is a good choice. The difference between the Edge SLS and the Edge Hybrid is mainly the closing 
system. It really comes down to preference. So, in this boot we won’t find the spin system but we can 
be sure to be tightly locked in there. It’s an all-mountain boot and this year we can find it in all black.
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size: 240 / 315

 

outsole  LINER

The Spin slosure system feature ultra high 
molecular Polyethylene gives faster response to 
torsional force. It provides a durable performance at 
lighter weight, avoiding pressure points. 25% faster 
compare to other mechanical reel closure systems.

CAB3 is a result of lace webbing directly linked to the 
tongue, the more you pull the lower lace the more 
you tighten the tongue to your ankle.

The new Lightstep Outsole is the result of dedicated 
research and development seeking high-performing 
materials with a specific weight lower than average 
sole materials.

TF Liner features injected C in memory latex, 
exclusive tongue side-cut for a fluid and supportive 
flex.

size: 240 / 305 (315 black camo)

 

outsole  LINER

In the Super Lace Single, one lace is dedicated for 
tightening the top of the boot and another lace is 
dedicated to retaining the heel and tightening the 
base of the boot.

CAB3 is a result of lace webbing directly linked to the 
tongue, the more you pull the lower lace the more 
you tighten the tongue to your ankle.

The new Lightstep Outsole is the result of dedicated 
research and development seeking high-performing 
materials with a specific weight lower than average 
sole materials.

TF Liner features injected C in memory latex, 
exclusive tongue side-cut for a fluid and supportive 
flex.

freedom sls 
70230901

hover spin  
70220801

Hover SPIN is an All mountain boot with a medium flex, it adapts to different terrains; from 
backcountry to the slopes and even the parks. The unique SPIN system assures a fast and secure 
closure of the boot, it requires 30% less turns compared to the other wire closure systems. Dyneema 
cable is the same system used on parachutes, it’s also lighter than steel wire and has no memory 
problem. Try and beat that! TF Liner.

Live free! By reinventing the lacing system this year we have effectively maximised the ease of 
entry and exit and overall fit of the boot. The Freedom is now really living up to it’s name.The 
Lightstep outsole provides maximum responsiveness on the board keeping weight at a minimum.
TF Liner.
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domino hybrid 
70221202

helix spin 
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devine hybrid 
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size: 220 / 275

 

outsole  LINER

The hybrid system combines the “spin” and “SLS” 
together for a closure that is quick, affordable and 
reliable.

The specific lace loop sequence combined with the 
double anchor points positioned low around the 
angle means tension produced while tightening the 
lower boot is prioritised to the Heel Licker system.

The all mountain/freestyle Stamina soles prised of 
an EVA RP compound that makes the material more 
elastic and responsive than traditional options. 
With two grip areas, the Stamina soles are lighter.

TF Liner features injected C in memory latex, 
exclusive tongue side-cut for a fluid and supportive 
flex.

size: 220 / 275

 

outsole

LINER

The hybrid system combines the “spin” and “SLS” 
together for a closure that is quick, affordable and 
reliable.

The specific lace loop sequence combined with the 
double anchor points positioned low around the 
angle means tension produced while tightening the 
lower boot is prioritised to the Heel Licker system 

The new POP CORN outsole incorporates shock 
absorption with low profile outsole brings your feet 
closer to the board allowing you to practically feel 
the snow beneath your feet.
The extremely grippy HYPERGRIP tread is made 
from the same rubber as your car’s winter tyres

TF PRO liner has updated materials, with double 
density foam to ensure the perfect fit

domino hybrid 
70221202

devine hybrid  
70221103

If you’re thinking space when you see this boot, you’re thinking right! Our Devine this year has a feel 
for space. Its colorway is just on another planet. The pink and iridescent makes it stand out as our 
top boot in the women’s line. We’ve added the Hybrid SPIN system and the popcorn outsole. This 
means that this boot this year is going to be your number one choice. With these new technologies 
your feet will feel super locked in and the soles will be able to absorb all the shocks. Who wouldn’t 
want a boot like this?

Domino Hybrid: Let’s start by saying that this boot has changed in many ways. Like the Edge, we 
know the Domino to be a really great all mountain and freestyle boot. It doesn’t let you down, but 
this year, we added the Hybrid SPIN so to have such a stylish boot and not not have any pressure 
points. With this new technology, it’s one of the best choices even for our PRO team riders. This year 
in white.
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In the Super Lace Single, one lace is dedicated for 
tightening the top of the boot and another lace is 
dedicated to retaining the heel and tightening the 
base of the boot.

The Heel Licker system combined with SLS system 
assuring the best lock of your foot possible.

The all mountain/freestyle Stamina soles prised of 
an EVA RP compound that makes the material more 
elastic and responsive than traditional options. 
With two grip areas, the Stamina soles are lighter.

TF Liner features injected C in memory latex, 
exclusive tongue side-cut for a fluid and supportive 
flex.

size: 220 / 275

 

outsole  LINER  

d o m i n o  s l s

Comfortable and manoeuvrable, the Domino SLS has a super snug fit with its heel licker retention 
system. It’s still got the same style as the Domino Hybrid and your foot will feel as comfy as a 
cushion. The colorway, this year, really tops it making it a perfect fit with any type of binding. It has 
a medium flex making it a really good boot for any type of rider and any type of terrain.

The Super Lace Single is a system where a SINGLE lace travels 
the path through internal channels to tighten the boot. one lace 
is dedicated for tightening the top of the boot and another lace is 
dedicated to retaining the heel and tightening the base of the 
boot. The singular laces run very smoothly within their sheath 
with barely any friction meaning you can tighten and loosen 
your boot more effectively. Having two individual locking levers 
on the outer shell of the boot keep the tongue of the boot cleaner 
meaning our Power Strap is more compatible.

northwave
stamina sole

The all mountain/freestyle Stamina soles prised of an EVA RP compound 
that makes the material more elastic and responsive than traditional 
options. With two grip areas, the Stamina soles are lighter.X-DIAL SLW
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size: 220 / 275

 

outsole  LINER

The Spin slosure system feature ultra high 
molecular Polyethylene gives faster response to 
torsional force. It provides a durable performance at 
lighter weight, avoiding pressure points. 25% faster 
compare to other mechanical reel closure systems.

CAB3 is a result of lace webbing directly linked to the 
tongue, the more you pull the lower lace the more 
you tighten the tongue to your ankle.

The new Lightstep Outsole is the result of dedicated 
research and development seeking high-performing 
materials with a specific weight lower than average 
sole materials.

TF Liner features injected C in memory latex, 
exclusive tongue side-cut for a fluid and supportive 
flex.

size: 220 / 275

 

outsole  LINER

In the Super Lace Single, one lace is dedicated for 
tightening the top of the boot and another lace is 
dedicated to retaining the heel and tightening the 
base of the boot.

CAB3 is a result of lace webbing directly linked to the 
tongue, the more you pull the lower lace the more 
you tighten the tongue to your ankle.

The new Lightstep Outsole is the result of dedicated 
research and development seeking high-performing 
materials with a specific weight lower than average 
sole materials.

TF Liner features injected C in memory latex, 
exclusive tongue side-cut for a fluid and supportive 
flex.

dahlia sls 
70221501

helix spin  
70221401
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Helix SPIN is an All mountain boot with a medium flex, it adapts to different terrains, a bit like your 
favourite hand bag. From backcountry to the slopes and then in the park, you’ll be really holding on 
to your style.The unique SPIN system assures a fast and secure closure so your foot can feel nice 
and locked. It requires 30% less turns compared to the other wire closure systems. Once again the 
Dyneema cable which is the same used on parachutes, is lighter than steel wire and has no memory 
problem. TF Liner.

Dahlia SLS: This boot is meant to appeal to anyone who has just fallen in love with snowboarding. It’s 
really affordable, it’s easy to get in and out and it’s got a really appealing style. The Dahlia feels very 
snug in there and it really gives you the impression of being as light as a feather. This year you can 
also find it in all black.
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podium 
71231020

supersport 
71231022

fifty rusty 
71231028

fifty 
71221005

jade 
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RADAR 
71231021

PODIUM 
71231020

Podium. I mean, who doesn’t want to stand on it? Well, with these babies you’ll surely get on it fast!  
They’re super responsive and really know how to support your heel while keeping the weight of the 
binding really light. This year we have introduced a new toe strap- the toe wrap making it even 
comfier than ever. You’ll be strapped in so fast your buddies will be struggling to keep up with you. 
This year you can find it in all black. If you like to hit big jumps, this is definitely the right binding to 
do so.

 Let’s mix up some colors on the new Radar. This classy as hell binding makes it perfect on any type 
of board. This binding has been designed for powder hounds and park junkies alike who want a 
binding that punches back but without compromising any tweakability. Just like the Podium, we can 
find the new toe wrap and this year we have decided to make it in dark green, black and a tint of 
orange. It’s a high performing binding so expect it to be so when strapping in.

size: L / XL

Reactivity while simultaneously improving 
flexibility, the Omnichrom Light reduces the overall 
weight by shaving unnecessary material from the 
bridge and baseplate.

The Biomap Carbonfiber highback is made from 
Carbon Fiber manufactured with attention 
to performance. The asymmetrical design is 
ergonomically engineered to fit the calf and angle of 
rider’s legs to maximize performance and response.

Grandmaster Strap brings an incomparable and 
direct power transmission from the ankle to the 
binding without compromising the comfort.

Eazy-Entry allows to overthrow the ankle strap’s 
connector out of the base in a locked position , 
guaranteed by the steel spring, to simplify the 
entrance of the boot into the bindings.

This year we have given our toe strap a revamp. 
Our new toe wrap strap is made with a double TPU 
injection which is the same material that is used in 
skate wheels. This gives the strap way more comfort 
and a way better grip. 

size: L / XL

Reactivity while simultaneously improving 
flexibility, the Omnichrom Light reduces the overall 
weight by shaving unnecessary material from the 
bridge and baseplate.

The Biomap is a set of asymmetrical highbacks that 
provide maximum energy transmission from your 
body to the board while ensuring proper stance 
support.

Grandmaster Strap brings an incomparable and 
direct power transmission from the ankle to the 
binding without compromising the comfort.

Eazy-Entry allows to overthrow the ankle strap’s 
connector out of the base in a locked position , 
guaranteed by the steel spring, to simplify the 
entrance of the boot into the bindings.

This year we have given our toe strap a revamp. 
Our new toe wrap strap is made with a double TPU 
injection which is the same material that is used in 
skate wheels. This gives the strap way more comfort 
and a way better grip. 
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SUPERSPORT  
71231022
size: S/M - M/L - L/XL
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The new Light Saber base plate gives you the 
opportunity to adjust the highback independently 
from the ankle straps and reduced contact points to 
a minimum in order to give you a better feeling while 
riding while reducing the weight.  

The Biomap is a set of asymmetrical highbacks that 
provide maximum energy transmission from your 
body to the board while ensuring proper stance 
support.

Grandmaster Strap brings an incomparable and 
direct power transmission from the ankle to the 
binding without compromising the comfort.

Eazy-Entry allows to overthrow the ankle strap’s 
connector out of the base in a locked position , 
guaranteed by the steel spring, to simplify the 
entrance of the boot into the bindings.

This year we have given our toe strap a revamp. 
Our new toe wrap strap is made with a double TPU 
injection which is the same material that is used in 
skate wheels. This gives the strap way more comfort 
and a way better grip. 

d e c a d e  h y b r i d

A brand new Supersport coming your way! This is definitely a high performing binding which 
fits really well for freestyle-backcountry orientated riders. This bad boy will take you on some 
adventurous journeys. It’s got a system which allows you to lock and secure the base to the 
heelcup by having three anchor points. This keeps the heelcup stable and safe. Your heel ain’t going 
anywhere!Strapping in has never been easier with the comfy Grandmaster Strap you’ll be sure to 
have no pressure points and it’s got the brand new light toe wrap. This binding is a true keeper.

This year we have given our toe strap a revamp. 
Our new toe wrap strap is made with a double 
TPU injection which is the same material that is 
used in skate wheels. This gives the strap way 
more comfort and a way better grip. 

The Light Saber is an evolution of the Delta Light base plate. We reduced the contact 
points to a minimum in order to give you a better feeling while riding while reducing 
the weight. The heelcup positioning is totally tool-less: 2 different positions are 
adjustable with two levers located on the baseplate. The new Light Saber base plate 
gives you the opportunity to adjust the highback independently from the ankle 
straps, which results in 13 different customizable combinations to suit your riding 
style. The 3D Basepad comes in two different densities.

light saber
base
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FIFTY 
71221005

RELOAD 
71221004

The Reload has really stepped it up this year. We’ve got the Tao Reload being our unisex binding 
which marries perfectly the Tao of Drake board. It’s a genderless love affair which you can choose in 
three colorways: dirty white and black, pink light blue and white or all black. A huge selection. On the 
Reload we’ve updated the baseplate making the system more reliable and stable. It’s got the Shovel 
highback which not only makes it look smoking hot but just gives it that extra flex that you want 
while riding.

The Fifty has been a reliable companion in our company. It has been around for many years, and we 
can guarantee it is here to stay. What we love most about this binding is that it’s really flexible but at 
the same time very resistant. It’s super lightweight which is what you want when wanting to get that 
natural feel under your feet. Plus, our new Delta Evo baseplate just makes riding so much easier. 
This binding suits anyone who’s into a more freestyle approach of riding.  
The Fifty Rusty Toothbrush has the added value of pairing up with our favourite crew, Rusty 
Toothbrush. You can find it in brown black and with the Rusty Toothbrush logo in white on the 
highback. Its perfect fit goes with the Battle Rusty, but it mixes well with any park or pow board. The 
crew has picked this particular binding because of its affordable price point, tweakability and 
therefore being accessible for everybody.

size: S/M - M/L - L/XL

 

The new Light Saber base plate gives you the 
opportunity to adjust the highback independently 
from the ankle straps and reduced contact points to 
a minimum in order to give you a better feeling while 
riding while reducing the weight.  

The SHOVEL HIBACK is less concave than the its 
predecessor giving your ankle all the space it needs 
to tweek deep into those grabs.

The ‘Change Up’ strap is an innovative asymmetrical 
strap that can be swapped or ‘changed up’ from 
one binding to the other, allowing you to target the 
selected area of the boot you want to support.

size: M - L - XL

A versatile, all-terrain performance baseplate that’s 
fully customizable for superior fit, the Delta Evo is 
engineered with the highest quality aluminum and 
fiber reinforced nylon.

The Spade highback is an asymmetrical design to 
give extra flex to your riding and tweaks featuring a 
new adjustment system that is both faster to change 
up and more durable.

The Brand New Honey Strap is a pure injected TPU 
that is both pliable yet resistant. It is designed to 
be as lightweight and comfortable as possible. The 
honey comb design and symmetrical shape means it 
will mould happily to any boot assuring a secure and 
comfortable fit.
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KING 
71231024

All mountain model, it has all the needed features to approach your snowboard and progress in your 
riding. Affordable and comfortable this binding is made for all those new to snowboarding or who 
want to continue with their progress. This year also in black and sand.

size: M - L - XL

 

The Delta is the original Drake concept at its purest. 
With a pre-curved aluminum heel cup directly 
connected to a nylon/fiberglass baseplate, this 
baseplate maintains flawless, solid assembly.

The Brand New Honey Strap is a pure injected TPU 
that is both pliable yet resistant. It is designed to 
be as lightweight and comfortable as possible. The 
honey comb design and symmetrical shape means it 
will mould happily to any boot assuring a secure and 
comfortable fit.

woMAN
BINDINGS
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QUEEN 
71231026

JADE 
71231025

Let’s talk about the Jade for a minute. These bindings have transformed into our best high end 
product in the collection. If you want to take your riding a step higher, then these are the right 
bindings for you. They have new and improved technologies as well as being comfy and safe. We can 
also choose two different colorways: all black or deep blue and white. We can find these in various 
sizes in order to please everyone.

The Queen. Who wouldn’t want to ride a binding with this name? It’s designed to ride all types of 
terrain and has got all the features to tackle snowboarding in the right way. It absorbs vibrations 
and impacts very well and this year you’ll find it in black or sand and white.

size: S - M - L

A versatile, all-terrain performance baseplate that’s 
fully customizable for superior fit, the Delta Evo is 
engineered with the highest quality aluminum and 
fiber reinforced nylon.

The Spade highback is an asymmetrical design to 
give extra flex to your riding and tweaks featuring a 
new adjustment system that is both faster to change 
up and more durable.

The Brand New Honey Strap is a pure injected TPU 
that is both pliable yet resistant. It is designed to 
be as lightweight and comfortable as possible. The 
honey comb design and symmetrical shape means it 
will mould happily to any boot assuring a secure and 
comfortable fit.

size: S - M - L

 

The Delta is the original Drake concept at its purest. 
With a pre-curved aluminum heel cup directly 
connected to a nylon/fiberglass baseplate, this 
baseplate maintains flawless, solid assembly.

The Brand New Honey Strap is a pure injected TPU 
that is both pliable yet resistant. It is designed to 
be as lightweight and comfortable as possible. The 
honey comb design and symmetrical shape means it 
will mould happily to any boot assuring a secure and 
comfortable fit.
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team wide 
76231097

team 
76231096

team kohei 
76231098

All Mountain

Powder

Freestyle 

All Mountain

Powder

Freestyle 

SQuad wide 
76231100

SQuad 
76231099

league wide 
76231102

league 
76231101

All Mountain

Powder

Freestyle 

All Mountain

Powder

Freestyle 

battle rusty 
76231103

cocktail 
76231104

All Mountain

Powder

Freestyle 

All Mountain

Powder

Freestyle 

tao of drake 
wide 

76231093

tao of drake 
76231092

df jr 
76231111

All Mountain

Powder

Freestyle 

All Mountain

Powder

Freestyle 

df pro wide 
76231091

df pro 
76231090

df wide 
76231095

df 
76231094

All Mountain

Powder

Freestyle 

All Mountain

Powder

Freestyle 
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team 
76231096

team wide 
76231097

team kohei 
76231098

size: 153 - 156 - 159 - 160W

   

Smooth Classic Camber is developed to ensure 
riders get that stable and secure feel on their board 
when riding fast or going big. Classic Camber 
provides the most pop through this classic design.

Carbon Kevlar Rods are a 2d layer of carbon fibre  
laid into the board, during the pressing process give 
the board a more responsive yet fluid flex from tip 
to tail.

The finest P-Tex material is ground together with 
Nano Carbon particles, and then heated, pressed, 
and sliced together to offer the fastest base in our 
collection.

size: 153 - 156

   

PROMODEL signature

Smooth Classic Camber is developed to ensure 
riders get that stable and secure feel on their board 
when riding fast or going big. Classic Camber 
provides the most pop through this classic design.

Carbon Kevlar Rods is a  2d layer of carbon fibre is 
laid into the board during the pressing process give 
the board a more responsive yet fluid flex from tip 
to tail.

The finest P-Tex material is ground together with 
Nano Carbon particles, and then heated, pressed, 
and sliced together to offer the fastest base in our 
collection.

This year’s graphics of the Team really make it something special. We have decided to give a tribute to 
Michelangelo’s Hands of God and Adam. A masterpiece in the art world, just like our riders number one board. 
It’s our top end board and it is designed to perform well in all types of terrain: it floats perfectly in powder, 
carves well on piste and doesn’t hold back on park features. It’s versatile and trustworthy in any type of 
condition. 

Pro rider Kohei Kudo is very well-known also for his artistic talent. He has been designing his pro model 
board for quite some time and we can surly say that once again, he has succeeded in making this insane 
graphic. This board shares an identical construction to the TEAM board, A poppy all mountain weapon that 
will be sure to put a smile on anyone’s face.

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS

++

responsiveplayful

worst best

SMOOTH CLASSIC CAMBER

KEVLAR CARBON RODS

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS

++

responsiveplayful

worst best

SMOOTH CLASSIC CAMBER

KEVLAR CARBON RODS

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE
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SQUAD 
76231099

league 
76231101

squad wide 
76231100

league wide 
76231102

size: 153 - 156 - 159 - 160W

   

The middle section within inserts areas has a ‘raised’ 
camber, and on tip and tail there are flat with a bit 
of rocker sections on the end, both of which provide 
grip and responsiveness, as well as floating and 
increased rideability.

The EXT 4000 is comprised of the highest quality 
P-Tex com- pound for a high-density base that is 
lighting fast and tough.

size: 148 - 152 - 156 - 159 - 156W - 159W

Featuring zero camber between your feet, and 
rockers on the tip and tail to lift them completely 
off the snow, super easy to slip and slide, this shape 
makes the board feel loose, soft, and effortless to 
press and butter to fuel your park creativity.

Melted P-Tex material forms a very durable base 
with high abrasion resitance that is long lasting and 
easy to repair.

++

MICRO CAMBER

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS
responsiveplayful

worst best

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

+++ +

FLAT CAMBER

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS
responsiveplayful

worst best

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

This year we get a sense of abstract on the Squad. The colors of the board are light but have a tint of black 
here and there. Its medium flex, blunted directional twin shape is perfect for beginners all the way through 
to expert riders, hence why it is team rider Dusan Kriz’s favourite choice when hitting the streets. This board 
is super reactive at high speeds but playful and buttery when cruising with friends. 

If you want a board that has a soft flex with a flat camber but is a directional twin, then this is your board. With 
its darker tonalities it gives you a skate like vibe. The League is our All mountain entry level board designed 
for the beginner/intermediate level snowboarder looking to progress every aspect of their riding. It’s 
directional twin which makes it easier to ride switch
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DF pro 
76231090

df 
76231094

df pro wide 
76231091

df wide 
76231095

size: 152 - 155 - 158 - 156W

   

   

Developed to ensure riders get that stable and 
secure feel on their board when riding fast or 
going big. Classic Camber provides the most pop 
through this classic design.

Carbon Kevlar Rods are a 2d layer of carbon fibre  
laid into the board, during the pressing process give 
the board a more responsive yet fluid flex from tip 
to tail.

The finest P-Tex material is ground together with 
Nano Carbon particles, and then heated, pressed, 
and sliced together to offer the fastest base in our 
collection.

size: 152 - 155 - 158 - 156W

   

A combination of both camber and rocker designs, 
Double Camber boards combine the stable edge 
contact benefits of camber boards and amazing 
flotation and flexibility of rockers in a single design. 
Double Camber boards blends the best qualities 
of each design to create a more versatile and all 
encompassing ride.

Melted P-Tex material forms a very durable base 
with high abrasion resitance that is long lasting and 
easy to repair.

CLASSIC CAMBER

KEVLAR CARBON RODS

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS
responsiveplayful

worst best

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

++

DF
DOUBLE CAMBER

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS
responsiveplayful

worst best

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

Our high-end freestyle model makes performance its priority. If you want to be fast and have insane stability 
this is your board. A true Twin-Tip built so you can easily perform tricks in regular or switch, this board has 
been made to fulfill your most performing airs and spins. Its classic camber combined with carbon kevlar 
rods and high quality hybrid fiberglass provide an uncontested amount of pop whether you are sending it 
15ft or 150ft. If you like to lead the race then consider the DF PRO as your head start.

This freestyle park board has got all the right tech in place, It’s soft flex makes it great for presses and the 
double camber profile maintains the pop but allows the board to be maneuverable at low speed. It’s the most 
forgiving board in our collection for learning new tricks. This good looking board is exactly what you need if 
you are an intermediate to advanced snowboarder looking to take your freestyle riding to the next level. 
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DF jr 
76231111

cocktail 
76231104

size: 120 - 130 - 135

   

A combination of both camber and rocker designs, 
Double Camber boards combine the stable edge 
contact benefits of camber boards and amazing 
flotation and flexibility of rockers in a single design. 
Double Camber boards blends the best qualities 
of each design to create a more versatile and all 
encompassing ride.

Melted P-Tex material forms a very durable base 
with high abrasion resitance that is long lasting and 
easy to repair.

size: 157 - 162

 

Developed to ensure riders get that stable and 
secure feel on their board when riding fast or going 
big. Classic Camber provides the most pop through 
this classic design.

The finest P-Tex material is ground together with 
Nano Carbon particles, and then heated, pressed, 
and sliced together to offer the fastest base in our 
collection.

++

DOUBLE CAMBER

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS
responsiveplayful

worst best

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

SMOOTH CLASSIC CAMBER

++ ++

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS
responsiveplayful

worst best

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

This year the DF Jr has had a revamp with the use of a new sandwich construction making it very similar to 
the “Big Boys” DF model. The freestyle groms will be hyped on its true twin shape and double camber profile 
providing all the tools necessary for pushing their progression. The DF Jr will help pave the way for 
snowboarding’s bright young talents.

Our true ally of those pow days is the Cocktail. With its surfy looking shape, it will be able to take us on 
incredible runs. It floats like a feather and is a fun ride for all our real mountain lovers. Don’t let its shape trick 
you, this board also performs amazingly on piste with its super fast Sintered base and performer pop wood 
core complete with UR’INSANE sidewalls for an extra smooth ride.
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battle rusty 
76231103

size: 155W - 159W - 163XW

   

Developed to ensure riders get that stable and 
secure feel on their board when riding fast or going 
big. Classic Camber provides the most pop through 
this classic design.

During the production of the board a grove is CNC’d 
into the wood core right though the centre from tip 
to tail and the carbon bar is inserted. As a result the 
board is much more reactive and poppy but 
maintains it’s pressability and torsional flex

The finest P-Tex material is ground together with 
Nano Carbon particles, and then heated, pressed, 
and sliced together to offer the fastest base in our 
collection.

SMOOTH CLASSIC CAMBER

++
CARBON BAR

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS
responsiveplayful

worst best

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

Rusty Toothbrush’s 4th pro model board. On the base we can find an old dentistry utensil which ties very well 
with the drawing of a couple of people getting their teeth pulled out. We can still find a catch phrase which is 
something that the crew has been putting on its board every year. This year it reads “Smile while you can”. It’s 
an ode to savoring good times. This board is meant to be ridden with friends, it’s meant to make you feel that 
smile in the moment you strap in and go hit the snow. That’s why it’s so versatile making it a trustworthy 
companion in pow and in street and park. She’ll be the loyalest member of the crew.
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tao of drake wide  
76231093

tao of drake  
76231092

size: 145 - 148 - 150 - 154 - 154W

   

 

ta o  o f  d r a k e

Son of the Pow Camber technology, but with 
more focus on jibbing, the Skate Camber is flat 
between the bindings, perfect for hitting the 
rails and sliding boxes. With cambers on the 
outside of the bindings, you won’t lose your pop, 
and flat again on the nose and tail perfect for 
presses, which leaves the board very forgiving.

The EXT 4000 is comprised of the highest quality 
P-Tex com- pound for a high-density base that is 
lighting fast and tough.

++

SKATE CAMBER

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS
responsiveplayful

worst best

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

The tao is known to keep the balance of the universe, it is the ying and the yang maintaining the 
perfect flow of things. With so many women riding it and so many men loving it, it just came so natural 
to make a unisex board. The skate camber makes it a super cool jibbing board and the Ur Insane 
sidewalls absorb vibrations during edge catch. Now also in size 145. The drawings are a creation of 
the Simpson brothers, Joe and Jake, who have made everyone fall in love with their artistic talent. 
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DFl pro 
76231107

dfl 
76231108

size: 142 - 145 - 148

   

Developed to ensure riders get that stable and 
secure feel on their board when riding fast or going 
big. Classic Camber provides the most pop through 
this classic design.

During the production of the board a grove is CNC’d 
into the wood core right though the centre from tip 
to tail and the carbon bar is inserted. As a result the 
board is much more reactive and poppy but 
maintains it’s pressability and torsional flex

The finest P-Tex material is ground together with 
Nano Carbon particles, and then heated, pressed, 
and sliced together to offer the fastest base in our 
collection.

size: 145 - 148

Developed to ensure riders get that stable and 
secure feel on their board when riding fast or going 
big. Classic Camber provides the most pop through 
this classic design.

The finest P-Tex material is ground together with 
Nano Carbon particles, and then heated, pressed, 
and sliced together to offer the fastest base in our 
collection.

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS

++

responsiveplayful

worst best

CLASSIC CAMBER

KEVLAR BAR

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS
responsiveplayful

worst best

CLASSIC CAMBER

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

++

This year’s DFL PRO is dedicated to a woman who’s had a real deep impact in history, Joan of Arc. A real legend 
who once said “I am not afraid, i was born to do this” almost like a perfect mantra for this high performing 
board. It’s got a very fast base and a carbon rod in the middle which gives it a better pop making it PRO team 
riders Veroniqi Hanssen and Paula Benito’s first choice. We’ve also given it a bit more stiffness which makes 
it perfect on jumps and its directional twin shape makes it perfect for cruizy carves. A board for more 
advanced riders. No wonder it’s been approved by our slope- style rider Lia-Mara Bosch.

We haven’t changed anything in the DFL as it has been our womens top pick for a while now. It satisfies all the 
needs of an expert rider in all types of terrain. The Directional Twin shape combined with biax fiberglass and 
the highest quality sintered base assures for precise turns. Very reactive board with it’s Classic camber and 
the use of Performer woodcore. This board is one trustworthy companion.
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misty 
76231109

charm 
76231110

size: 143 - 147 - 150

   

The middle section within inserts areas has a ‘raised’ 
camber, and on tip and tail there are flat with a bit 
of rocker sections on the end, both of which provide 
grip and responsiveness, as well as floating and 
increased rideability.

The EXT 4000 is comprised of the highest quality 
P-Tex com- pound for a high-density base that is 
lighting fast and tough.

size: 138 - 142 - 147 - 151

A combination of both camber and rocker designs, 
Double Camber boards combine the stable edge 
contact benefits of camber boards and amazing 
flotation and flexibility of rockers in a single design. 
Double Camber boards blends the best qualities 
of each design to create a more versatile and all 
encompassing ride.

Melted P-Tex material forms a very durable base 
with high abrasion resitance that is long lasting and 
easy to repair.

MICRO CAMBER

++ ++

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS
responsiveplayful

worst best

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

FLEX

SWITCH

hardsoft

RESPONSIVENESS
responsiveplayful

worst best

ALL MOUNTAIN

POWDER

FREESTYLE

DOUBLE CAMBER

++

The perfect board for most park riders. The design has a really cool flair to it. This twin tip, super playful board 
is what you need to step up your game in the park. Its softer flex and micro camber makes this board forgiving 
but also really good for presses. A true choice for both chillers and killers. A great choice for women looking 
to add a freestyle element to their riding.

The Charm is our women’s all-mountain entry level board designed to make progression fun and easy. It’s flat 
camber profile, soft flex and directional shape offers a light surfy feeling with all the tech you need to make 
learning those new tricks nice and mellow.
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The new all mountain/freestyle Stamina soles prised of an 
EVA RP compound that makes the material more elastic 
and responsive than traditional options. With two grip 
areas, the Stamina soles are lighter.

Injected C in memory latex, exclusive tongue side-cut for a 
fluid and supportive flex; Comfort footbed. Women version 
available.

The new Lightstep Outsole is the result of dedicated 
research and development seeking high-performing 
materials with a specific weight lower than average sole 
materials.

The insole is made with EVA components of different 
density to provide the best possible level of comfort and 
power transmission.

Stamina TF Liner

Lightstep Comfort

The Double Crossbow system technology is further 
augmented in the Vibram version, where we add their 
experience and credibility on outsoles to our unique 
concepts and construction. Vibram rubber features 30% 
more grip on ice and slippery surfaces.

All our insoles are developed to match the Dual Density 
Northwave liners. The new insole Contour coushion 
consists on two EVA: one green and one black. The green 
part, more rigid, maintains the stability of your foot, the 
black part absorbs the strongest impacts.

The new POP CORN outsole incorporates shock absorption 
with flair. This low profile outsole brings your feet closer 
to the board allowing you to practically feel the snow 
beneath your feet while the reinforced heel piece made 
from ETPU looks like a bowl of freshly popped corn. It will 
protect your heels from heavy impacts when you decide 
to take flight. The extremely grippy HYPERGRIP tread is 
made from the same rubber as your car’s winter tyres, 
perfect for cruising up icy streets and snowy peeks.

Our brand new TF PRO liner has updated materials, with 
double density foam to ensure the perfect fit, which is 
even better in this last version of our well made liners. 
Contour Cushion footbed. Women version available.

Double Crossbow Vibram Counter Cushion

PopCorn  TF Pro Liner
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“Spin” is a tried and tested technology from Northwave 
but never before has it been used quite like this. With 
one dial dedicated to the heel locker retention system 
you’re able to crank on the spin system and generate 
the power you need to secure your ankle in boot 
before closing the front of the boot with the second 
dial. The result is a extremely locked in sensation that 
is quicker and easier than ever

1. To unlock the Heel Locker 2Spin simply pull its lever 
once and it is released.
2. Keep pulled forward the puller to open the boot or 
just release the mechanism.
3. Turn the knobs to tight the lacing system.

We made our well-known 540 heel retention system 
last forever, based on the same concept but now 
working internally.  The boot laces are passing 
through brand new “Super Light” eyeloops, which are 
25% lighter and 30% smaller than the previous ones 
while they keep the same performance, minimizing 
the friction thanks to their pulleys.
This mechanism is a result of lace webbing directly 
linked to the tongue, the more you pull the lower 
lace the more you tighten the tongue to your ankle, 
sticking your heel to the boot with an increased 
retention and foot stability. Improved this year with a 
new nylon eyeloop to reduce the lace friction to the 
minimum.

Our boots equiped with the ‘HEEL LOCKER’ system 
offer slightly more ability for the user to achieve that 
locked in feeling then the ‘HEEL LICKER’ system. This 
is because the retention system works exclusively 
with the external tounge of the boot. This heel 
retention system is activated using the ‘SLS’ lacing, 
the user will notice a superior ability to achieve a 
prefered snugness around the ankle that suits the 
needs of the user.

Ultra high molecular Polyethylene (used on kites, 
parachutes and bullet-proof jackets) gives faster 
response to torsional force. It provides a durable 
performance at lighter weight, avoiding pressure 
points. Turn the knob to tight the lacing system. 25% 
faster compare to other mechanical reel closure 
systems. Tightening the boot requires only 15 turns 
rather than 20 required by others.

1. Turn the knob to tight the lacing system.
2. Keep pulled forward the puller to open the boot or 
just release the mechanism.

The Brand New ‘Heel Licker’ is our newest upgrade 
in providing the best heel retention technology 
available on the market. The lower boot lace passes 
the first anchor point then traverses directly into the 
outer tongue of the boot before returning down to 
the second anchor, completing it’s journey directly 
after at the locking mechanism. This specific sequence 
combined with the double anchor points positioned 
low around the angle means tension produced while 
tightening the lower boot is prioritised to the Heel 
Licker system, assuring the best lock of your foot 
possible. The combination with the new SLS having 
only one lace to pass through the internal channels 
means the cord slides easily and therefore can be 
tightened harder and released quicker.

Our boots equiped with the ‘HEEL LOCKER’ system 
offer slightly more ability for the user to achieve that 
locked in feeling then the ‘HEEL LICKER’ system. This is 
because the retention system works exclusively with 
the external tounge of the boot. This heel retention 
system is activated using the ‘Spin’ lacing, the user will 
notice a superior ability to achieve a micrometrical 
prefered snugness around the ankle that suits the 
needs of the user.

This closure system needs no explanation. It’s where 
everythingstarted, the most spartan and versatile way to 
tight your boots.

The ability to create a boot, which is able to flex in 
a progressive manner required years of research, 
experience on the snow, and many lab tests. The Flex 
window enhances comfort and mobility in your foot, 
and it perfectly represents the balance between 
power transmission and a progressive flex. The 
side parts of the collar area slide on the upper-cuff 
transferring power in a constant way avoiding any 
possible overlap between materials which could lead 
to a waste of energy.

The hybrid system combines the “spin” and “SLS” 
together for a closure that is quick, affordable and 
reliable. The first step when lacing up is to pull on the 
SLS cable located on side of the boot, pulling on this 
cable will activate the heel locker retention system 
and pull the tounge of the boot snug around your 
ankle locking your foot in place. You can then close the 
remainder of the boot using the spin system located 
on the tounge. 

Brand new Biomap thermoformed asymmetrical 
Tongue on uppers of all our collection for a versatile 
flex. Designed and developed to have a perfect match 
with our liners’ collection to provide an uncomparable 
direct feel on power transmission. 
The new construction assures a fluid flex thanks to one 
piece construction and a long lasting performance.

Double Spin

Cab3

Heel Licker Hybrid

Spin

Heel Licker SLS
Right boot - internal side

Right boot - outer side

Right boot - internal side

Right boot - outer side

Heel Locker 2Spin

Traditional Lace Flex WindowHybrid Biomap Tongue

The Super Lace Single is a system where a SINGLE 
lace travels the path through internal channels to 
tighten the boot. one lace is dedicated for tightening 
the top of the boot and another lace is dedicated to 
retaining the heel and tightening the base of the 
boot. The singular laces run very smoothly within 
their sheath with barely any friction meaning you can 
tighten and loosen your boot more effectively. Having 
two individual locking levers on the outer shell of the 
boot keep the tongue of the boot cleaner meaning our 
Power Strap is more compatible. 

The Super Lace System has a lace (blue) to close the 
lower part of the boot and one (red) to close the top.
1. Step one, lower the lever of the SL.
2. Open the boot with both hands.
3. Slide into the boot, tighten the inner shoe by pulling 
his shoelace and by lowering the closure device.
4. Raise the lever in position stand by.
5. Pull the EXTERNAL handle to tighten the lower part 
of the boot.
6. Pull the INTERNAL handle to tighten the upper part 
of the boot.
7. Return levers in the vertical position.

Super Lace Single
1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6. 7.

RIGHT SIDE

OPEN CLOSE

RIGHT SIDE

OPEN CLOSE

LEFT SIDE

OPEN CLOSE

LEFT SIDE

OPEN CLOSE
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The Delta is the original Drake concept at its purest. 
With a pre-curved aluminum heel cup directly 
connected to a nylon/fiberglass baseplate, this 
baseplate maintains flawless, solid assembly. Designed 
with the perfect blend of nylon and aluminum for 
responsiveness and dampening, collectively the 
construction creates a soft, forgiving baseplate ideal 
for beginners and freestyle enthusiasts. It is fully 
customizable, and includes a variety of heelcups and 
toe ramp adjustments to ensure the perfect fit.

The Light Saber is an evolution of the Delta Light base 
plate. We reduced the contact points to a minimum in 
order to give you a better feeling while riding while 
reducing the weight. The heelcup positioning is totally 
tool-less: 2 different positions are adjustable with two 
levers located on the baseplate. The new Light Saber 
base plate gives you the opportunity to adjust the 
highback independently from the ankle straps, which 
results in 13 different customizable combinations to 
suit your riding style. The 3D Basepad comes in two 
different densities.

A brand new baseplate have joined the Drake family. 
Engineered with the highest quality aluminum and 
fiber reinforced nylon, the ultralight weight Delta 
Evo baseplate was designed to enhance response 
and board feel. The weight on this baseplate was 
dramatically reduced by removing heavy plastic and 
replacing it with an EVA dampening pad. The Delta 
Evo has an all new contact pad placed directly on the 
board to better dampen impacts, and take riding to a 
whole new level. A versatile, all-terrain performance 
baseplate that’s fully customizable for superior fit.

The Omnichrom on a diet, our light version gives 
the same proven performance of its predecessor’s 
baseplate, while the heelcup has been enhanced 
thanks to a lightened bridge. Assuring the same 
reactivity while simultaneously improving flexibility, 
the Omnichrom Light reduces the overall weight by 
shaving unnecessary material from the bridge and
baseplate.

The only disc in the market that allows you to mount 
on 3 & 4-hole patterns, and channel boards using only 
2 screws. Designed to enhance the board’s natural feel 
and provide a Secure mount at the same time. Updated 
with the Transition Kit, it allows you to mount the 
Drake bindings on the 2011 CHANNEL.

The Natural Cant Evo has a total new design and it’s 
totally toolless; beside that it features the Rebound 
heel absorber low density cushioning to increase in 
the heel area the absorption of the vibrations and the 
dampening in landings. Thanks to the new Natural 
Cant Evo pad your riding will feel totally different.

Customize your riding stance maintaining the natural 
riding position in order to facilitate the natural 
inclination of the legs! It features the Rebound heel 
absorber low density cushioning to increase in the 
heel area the absorption of the vibrations and the 
dampening in landings.

The Natural Cant Plus pad sets the new standard for 
comfort and performance. Its outside angle flushes 
the gap between the external part of the foot and 
the binding, providing a perfect feeling of balance 
and comfort even with the widest stance. It features 
the Plaxmol Heel cushioning in PU to progressively 
absorb shocks and vibrations on low and high impact 
forces. Additionally, the toe ramp delivers perfect 
side-edge control.

Delta

Light Saber

Delta Evo

Omnicron Light

Ultimate Disk

Natural Cant Evo

Natural Cant

Natural Cant Plus

The Biomap is a set of asymmetrical highbacks that 
provide maximum energy transmission from your body to 
the board while ensuring proper stance support. That’s 
why our highbacks are designed to be anatomically 
compatible with every rider’s calf, and simultaneously 
stabilizing your leg in the right position to transmit power 
directly to the board without wasting any energy.This 
year we updgrade it thanks to the Carbon Composite 
material which have perfomance really close to a sandwich 
carbon hiback, it means full response.

It’s fourth year in our collection, the Spade highback is an 
asymmetrical design to give extra flex to your riding and 
tweaks featuring a new adjustment system that is both 
faster to change up and more durable.

Biomap Composite Carbon

Spade

The Biomap Carbonfiber highback is made from Carbon 
Fiber manufactured with attention to performance. The 
asymmetrical design is ergonomically engineered to fit 
the calf and angle of rider’s legs to maximize performance 
and response from the board, keeping the binding light 
thanks to its material.

The SHOVEL HIBACK is less concave than the its 
predecessor giving your ankle all the space it needs to 
tweek deep into those grabs. It remains relatively rigid 
through the vertical axis while like the SPADE HIBAK is 
designed to be flexible laterally, perfect for that forgiving 
freestyle feel.

Biomap carbon Fiber

Shovel
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The ‘Change Up’ strap is an evolution of the ‘Honey 
Strap’ made also from pure TPU it offers a 
comfortable hug of the ankle while maintaining it’s 
power transmission. This innovative asymmetrical 
strap can be swapped or ‘changed up’ from one 
binding to the other, allowing you to target the 
selected area of the boot you want to support.

The Brand New Honey Strap is a pure injected TPU 
that is both pliable yet resistant. It is designed to be 
as lightweight and comfortable as possible. The 
honey comb design and symmetrical shape means it 
will mould happily to any boot assuring a secure and 
comfortable fit.

Change-Up strap Honey strap

Toe Glove Toe strap

This brand new ankle strap brings an incomparable 
and direct power transmission from the ankle to the 
binding without compromising the comfort. The 
important contact area is intercepting every single 
impulse while the lightness is granted by the 
differentiated punched zones. Its design is making 
the contact part oveinjected directly on the 
structural frame fusing together in a unique piece 
and making the performances long lasting.

This year we have given our toe strap a revamp. Our new 
toe wrap strap is made with a double TPU injection which 
is the same material that is used in skate wheels. This 
gives the strap way more comfort and a way better grip. 

This revolutionary urethane strap ensures perfect fit 
over the toe of the boot. Its two flexible wings go around 
the toes, automatically forming a gapless bond between 
strap and boot, which keeps them secure in the binding. 
They can also be positioned in their original mode across 
the front of the toes.

Grandmaster strap

Toe-Wrap Toe strap

Simplying the riders’ life is a reached goal thanks to 
this new technology. A mechanical component allows 
to overthrow the ankle strap’s connector out of the 
base in a locked position , guaranteed by the steel 
spring, to simplify the entrance of the boot into the 
bindings baseplate without falling on the board to 
not bother while riding one foot. Ladder ratchets and 
toe connector come with a new shape for the same 
purpose, keeping a clear entrance on the traditional 
strap closure system to easily place your boot into the 
binding without the necessity of keeping the straps 
out with your hands.

The MG 12 is the quickest, and most efficient ratchet 
in the market, lauded for its ability to slide five ladder 
steps every crank and its ergonomic shape to fasten 
the ratcheting and releasing operations. we have 
reduced the weight by 25% using magnesium instead 
of aluminum and added even more precision with the 
new metal button release.

Eazy-Entry MG 12 buckle

Developed to ensure riders get that stable and 
secure feel on their board when riding fast or 
going big. Smooth Classic Camber provides the 
most pop through this classic design.

The Performer core features top quality 
Aspen wood that gives boards a light and 
flexible feel while remaining responsive and 
sturdy. This strong durable core ensures agile 
responsiveness in all conditions.

The finest P-Tex material is ground together 
with Nano Carbon particles, and then heated, 
pressed, and sliced together to offer the fastest 
base in our collection, the Sintra 8000. Nano 
additives hold heat, and then discharge to break 
surface tension of the snow and reduce friction.

This 2d layer of carbon fibre is laid into the board 
during the pressing process give the board a 
more responsive yet fluid flex from tip to tail.

Son of the Pow Camber technology, but with 
more focus on jibbing, the Skate Camber is flat 
between the bindings, perfect for hitting the 
rails and sliding boxes. With cambers on the 
outside of the bindings, you won’t lose your pop, 
and flat again on the nose and tail perfect for 
presses, which leaves the board very forgiving.

The Premium Pop core is made from the finest 
quality poplar wood. Homogenously distributed 
throughout the board, its low density is created 
by narrow veining that gives the board a unique 
feel. The core transmits energy continuously 
from the tip to the tail, giving the rider a feeling 
of being glued to the board. It is designed for all 
terrain boards with freestyle aspects.

Comprised of the highest quality P-Tex material, 
the Sintra 6000 base adds extra durability and 
speed over baseline models to deliver an extra 
push to your dynamic and progressive riding.

During the production of the board a grove is 
CNC’d into the wood core right though the centre 
from tip to tail and the carbon bar is inserted. 
As a result the board is much more reactive 
and poppy but maintains it’s pressability and 
torsional flex

Triax on top and Biax on bottom, the Hybrid 
strategically combines both to ensure freestyle 
versatility and carve control with improved edge 
hold, and an extra poppy tip

The middle section within inserts areas has a 
‘raised’ camber, and on tip and tail there are flat 
with a bit of rocker sections on the end, both of 
which provide grip and responsiveness, as well 
as floating and increased rideability.

From tip to tail, the Lightweight Pop core is 
constructed from light poplar wood. It has the 
same features as the Super Pop with less weight 
for higher ollies.

The EXT 4000 is comprised of the highest quality 
P-Tex com- pound for a high-density base that is 
lighting fast and tough.

This new feature on our boards makes riding 
even more enjoyable. made from the same 
material as skateboard wheels (urethane) it has 
the ability to really absorb every type of impact 
on the hill, at high speeds it soaks up all that 
edge chatter and makes hitting park or street 
features all that more cosy while increasing 
overall durability and longevity of your board.

The Biax has glass fibers that are positioned at 
90° off-axis to transmit soft tortional stiffness 
for an easy carving ride.

A tip to tail layer of pure solid poplar wood is 
the soul of the Super Pop core, which is lively, 
powerful, solid, and extremely durable. 

Melted P-Tex material forms a very durable base 
with high abrasion resitance that is long lasting 
and easy to repair.

Developed to ensure riders get that stable and 
secure feel on their board when riding fast or 
going big. Classic Camber provides the most pop 
through this classic design.

A combination of both camber and rocker 
designs, Double Camber boards combine the 
stable edge contact benefits of camber boards 
and amazing flotation and flexibility of rockers 
in a single design. Double Camber boards blends 
the best qualities of each design to create a more 
versatile and all encompassing ride.

Featuring zero camber between your feet, and 
rockers on the tip and tail to lift them completely 
off the snow, the Flat boards are horizontally 
level. Super easy to slip and slide, this shape 
makes the board feel loose, soft, and effortless 
to press and butter to fuel your park creativity.

Smooth Classic Camber

Performer
Cores

Cambers

Bases

Plus

Fiberglass

Sintra 8000

Carbon Kevlar Rods

Skate Camber

Premium Pop

Sintra 6000

Carbon Bar

Hybrid

Micro Camber

Lightweight Pop

Extruded 4000

UR INSANE Sidewalls

Biax

Super Pop

Extruded 2000

Classic Camber Double Camber Flat Camber
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STEP 1 Lenght measurament

— Place a piece of paper on the floor, 
against the wall.
— Wear the socks you use for riding
— Step on the paper with your heel touching the wall 
behind.
— Mark the longest toe on the paper (make sure do 
not move the heel from the wall or ask someone to 
help you) so measure from the wall to the marking.

Do the same operation above for both feet and write 
down the longest measure.

STEP 2 Size chart

— Now that you know your feet lenght, look at the 
size chart to get the right size.
— If your measure stay between the chart measures 
we suggest  HALF SIZE MORE.

LENGHT 
MEASUREMENT

EUR
size size size

34

35

36

37

37,5

38

39

40

40.5

41

42

42,5

43

43,5

44

45

46

47

48

49

3

4,5

5

5,5

6

6,5

7

7,5

8

8,5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11,5

12

13

14

15

5

5,5

6

6.5

7

7,5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

220

225

230

235

240

245

250

255

260

265

270

275

280

285

290

295

300

305

310

315
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            RELOAD, SUPERSPORT        S/M         M/L          L/XL

                            MP                   210 - 245   250-275    280-315

                             F                     33 - 38,5   39 - 42,5     43 - 47,5

                       US (men)                2 - 6,5      7 - 9,5      10 - 13,5

                       US (women)            6 - 7,5      8 - 10,5         x

                  PODIUM, RADAR          S/M         M/L          

                            MP                   265 - 285  285 - 315  

                             F                      41 - 44      44 - 47,5     

                            US                   8,5 - 10,5   10,5 - 13,5     

               
                   FIFTY, KING,
                   JADE, QUEEN                S              M             L              XL

                            MP                   220 - 235  235 - 265  265 - 285  285 - 315

                             F                      35 - 37      37 - 41      41 - 44      44 - 47,5

                          US (men)              4 - 5,5    5,5 - 8,5    8,5 - 10,5   10,5 - 13,5

                          US (women)         5 - 6,5    6,5 - 9,5    9,5 - -11,5       x  

       

210  215   220   225   230   235   240   245   250   255   260   265   270   275   280   285   220  295   300   305   310   315

0

0 1

0 1

S/M

M/L

L/XL

BOOT
BINDINGS

            RELOAD, SUPERSPORT        S/M         M/L          L/XL

                            MP                   210 - 245   250-275    280-315

                             F                     33 - 38,5   39 - 42,5     43 - 47,5

                       US (men)                2 - 6,5      7 - 9,5      10 - 13,5

                       US (women)            6 - 7,5      8 - 10,5         x

                  PODIUM, RADAR          S/M         M/L          

                            MP                   265 - 285  285 - 315  

                             F                      41 - 44      44 - 47,5     

                            US                   8,5 - 10,5   10,5 - 13,5     

               
                   FIFTY, KING,
                   JADE, QUEEN                S              M             L              XL

                            MP                   220 - 235  235 - 265  265 - 285  285 - 315

                             F                      35 - 37      37 - 41      41 - 44      44 - 47,5

                          US (men)              4 - 5,5    5,5 - 8,5    8,5 - 10,5   10,5 - 13,5

                          US (women)         5 - 6,5    6,5 - 9,5    9,5 - -11,5       x  

       

210  215   220   225   230   235   240   245   250   255   260   265   270   275   280   285   220  295   300   305   310   315

0

0 1

0 1

S/M

M/L

L/XL

BOOT
BINDINGS

LIGHT SABER & DELTA EVO BASEPLATE 
RECOMMENDED HEELCUP POSITION for each boot size
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AF TER  snow
size: S-2XL

100% COTTON

size: S-2XL

100% COTTON (165 G)

CREWNECK HEAD SNOW

T-SHIRT TURTLE LIFE 
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domain sls 

70220203

edge sls 
70220702

domino 
hybrid 

70221202

decade sls 
70220403

freedom sls 
70230901

helix spin 
70221401

decade 
hybrid 

70220503

edge sls 
70220702

domino sls 
70221302

decade sls 
70220403

freedom sls 
70230901

dahlia sls 
70221501

decade pro 
70220603

decade pro 
70220603

freedom sls 
70230901

dahlia sls 
70221501

Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex Flex Flex Flex Flex Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex

domain 2spin 
70220103

edge hybrid 
70220602

devine 
hybrid 

70221103

decade 
hybrid 

70220503

hover spin 
70220801

domino sls 
70221302

Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex

19 black / dark grey 91 dark brown

68 black / sand

16 black / iridescent

65 sand / black

93 carbon grey

50 white

10 black

10 black

81 dark grey

43 green forest / 
black

10 black

50 white

18 black / honey

21 deepl blue

19 black / dark grey

52 white / 
multicolor

43 green forest / 
black

58 white / 
iridescent

10 black

05 black camo

10 black
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radar 
71231021

fifty 
70221005

jade 
71231025

reload 
71221004

king 
70231024

queen 
71231026

supersport 
71231022

fifty rusty 
70231028

jade 
71231025

reload 
71221004

reload 
71221004

Flex Flex Flex Flex Flex Flexpodium 
71231020

fifty 
70221005

fifty 
70221005

supersport 
71231022

king 
70231024

queen 
71231026

Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex Flex Flex

Flex

Flex

Flex

10 black

42 green forest / 
white

42 forest green / 
white

83 anthracite / 
silver

44 forest green / 
deep blue

10 black

22 deep blue / 
white

10 black

92 chocolate / 
white

10 black

43 green forest / 
black

65 sand / black

64 sand / white

10 black

10 black

10 black

82 ice grey
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team wide 
76231097

team 
76231096

team kohei 
76231098

Flex

SQuad wide 
76231100

SQuad 
76231099

league wide 
76231102

league 
76231101

Flex Flex

battle rusty 
76231103

cocktail 
76231104

Flex Flex

tao of drake 
wide 
76231093

tao of drake 
76231092

df jr 
76231111

df pro wide 
76231091

df pro 
76231090

df wide 
76231095

df 
76231094

Flex Flex
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dfl pro 
76231107

dfl 
76231108

Flex

misty 
76231109

charm 
76231110

Flex

Flex

Flex Flex

FlexFlex
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